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Introduction

Managers today have to meet some very high expectations. They need to have expert

knowledge in a wide range of fields, should be able to act decisively and must also be able

to respond to all kinds of questions…

• How can you achieve the results you want in your department?

• How can you encourage commitment and dedication from your employees?

• How can you increase the autonomy, initiative and entrepreneurial spirit of those

employees?

• How can you influence relationships and ensure that your team works well together,

and does so with other departments in your organisation?

• How can you increase your employees’ flexibility and availability?

• How can you ensure your own good health as well as that of your employees?

• How can you make sure that your own work continues to be fun and meaningful?

• What can you expect in the way of support and transparency from your organisation?

We’ll cover all of these in this book. 

Management is complex and multi-faceted. As a manager, you’re responsible for

supporting both your organisation and your employees so that they are able to function

effectively and efficiently. Then you have to steer the process of continuous improvement

and innovation, which applies to work processes and to people. You are also faced with

the challenge of continuously learning new things and of motivating your staff to

continue learning as well. As a learning manager, you develop expertise, steer and

support companies and people in a healthy way, and help your employees to become as

independent as is possible in their jobs.

Ideally, you keep close tabs on your own development and act as an example for your

employees. You also monitor external developments closely. You ensure that you, your

staff and your organisation are well prepared for the changes that may come at any

moment – but you are also aware that you can only influence these changes to a limited

degree. This is why you adapt the products and services of your organisation according to

your own strengths. 
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This book regularly focuses on you as a person. In the first chapters we look at the

objectives that you apply in the way you operate and think, and we’ll give you a number

of tools to shape your own personal development. In the concluding chapter we

encourage you to think deeply once more about what has lasting value for you personally,

and we provide you with a wide selection of tips and recommendations for acting on

those things. All the other chapters offer a full range of possibilities for enhancing your

expertise.

WHAT ELSE WILL YOU FIND HERE?

Our book contains a large number of guidelines to help you to deal effectively with the

many different situations you face in the real world, complex as it is. It’s a guide for

taking effective action. We’ll provide you with models, tips and recommendations, and

we’ll warn you of the many pitfalls that await. Occasionally you’ll find frames of reference

with a theoretical background; this is important information that we want to make sure

you have at your fingertips. Throughout you’ll find case histories of managers in different

organisations that will provide you with practical examples in situations you’ll

undoubtedly recognise – examples that we’ve come across at regular intervals in our

consulting and training practice.

In Chapter 1 we present a number of basic hints for promoting effective behaviour in

managers. You can test how you would handle matters in daily practice, and there’s

detailed coverage of these points later in the book. Chapter 2 focuses on learning and self-

development. We believe that learning, and the capacity to learn, should be a focus of

attention for every manager. The third chapter highlights your own management role and

we cover how you can make a successful contribution within your particular organisation.

In Chapter 4 you’ll find a look at results-oriented management, showing you just how

results-oriented you are in your day-to-day practice. Chapter 5 covers the basic skills

required for communicating effectively. Here are such topics as getting a message across,

collecting information and providing feedback. Chapter 6 concentrates on the core of

what it means to manage - namely giving your staff the support they need in order to

operate as autonomously as possible. How can you have a positive influence on your

employees? In Chapter 7 we go into detail about how you can let go of the reins without

also losing control – it’s about delegating, in other words. Chapter 8 focuses on managing

teams. This includes co-operating within a team and between different teams, as well as

synchronisation between the ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ levels of an organisation.

Managers – and that means you – are the focus throughout the entire book, but in the

last two chapters, Chapters 9 and 10, we focus more specifically on your individual way of

working. Chapter 9 looks at how you can look after yourself and your employees

simultaneously, and in the final chapter we look at how you use your valuable and limited

amount of time.
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This book is brimming over with tips and recommendations that will help you in your

everyday practice. Keep it to hand at all times. Whenever you’re confronted with a

problem and think ‘Now, how did it go again? What do I have to watch out for?’ we hope

you will reach for this book and find that it helps you assess and control the situation. It

should also help you maintain a realistic work/life balance. 

Our aim in writing this is to help with your development. Our book can only help you as

a manager if you review both your strong and weak points occasionally and give some

thought to such questions as:

• What do I do well as a manager? And what do I do less well?

• What is really needed in my organisation? And does this match the things that I’m

actually good at?

• What do I want in this situation or in my department – now and in the near future?

• In what way, either by myself or via other people, can I ensure that things will really

improve?

Effective managers are able to look after themselves, have self-confidence and self-respect,

and know what they want to achieve within their organisation. They focus on things that

matter and show initiative; they dare to take risks and are also able to handle setbacks.

They are decisive and solve problems, and at the same time communicate clearly and

directly with their employees. They enjoy their successes, and learn from failures and

disappointments. Finally, they are capable of putting things in perspective: ‘There is

always a positive side to things’. All of these characteristics have shown themselves to be

especially effective, and we’ll go into them in detail. 

We sincerely hope that our ‘Management as a Career’ series, and this book in particular,

will prove to be useful – both in your work and your private life.

Our basic starting points have been inspired by everyday practice within Schouten &

Nelissen and by the questions that have been asked by participants in the training

courses and coaching sessions we have organised. The ideas developed by Zenger & Miller

/ Teaching Systems Netherlands have contributed substantially to Anton’s development as

a management trainer and consultant at Den Bosch University. Furthermore, these are a

mark of the importance that we attach to the desire to achieve results with other people.

We would like to thank our colleagues and customers for all their tips and advice.

One note: when we use the term ‘organisation’ we not only mean the larger

organisational unit – such as a company or institution as a whole – but also your own

division, sector, department, project team or work group.
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ABOUT THE SECOND EDITION

We note with pleasure and pride that the first edition of Management as a Career has been

appreciated by many readers for its readability and practicality. Nonetheless, we’ve made

a number of changes and additions by way of improvement in this second edition.  

We’d like to thank the users of the book, and our colleagues, for the comments that they

have provided. Without suggestions from Nicole Bremer, Richard de Vries, Tjeu van Heck,

Sandra Tulp and Jolet Plomp, this edition would not have been the same.

Anton van den Dungen

Coen Dirkx

August 2002
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1

Where do you start?

Let’s look at a number of basic points concerning effective managerial behaviour. The

question is always whether you actually achieve the effects in your everyday dealings

that you, your employees and your organisation are looking for. These basic points should

encourage both you and your staff to take initiatives, as well as being results-oriented and

flexible without suffering from excessive stress.

Express your guiding vision regularly and with
conviction

As a manager, you need a clear vision of your role as a leader. So do you know what you

want to achieve in your organisation in the near future? Have you formulated your goals

realistically or have you been more utopian? How do you think your staff will react if you

are barely able to describe what you want to achieve in the organisation, and if you can

only formulate your future plans in very vague terms? How can your employees know

what is important and what is less important, if you yourself cannot make that clear?

A clear outlook or vision is absolutely essential if your organisation is to be effective both

now and in the future. Ideally, your vision should include a well-thought-out concept

about the core of the organisation, and about the role of management within it. You

should know what added value is at present, and you should know what it will be in the

future. You should also be able to tell your staff quite clearly which added value you want

to develop and how you want to go about it. You’ll have your own opinion about what

can be expected of you as a manager, too. A word of warning is needed here. A vision that

is not both measurable and translated into action inevitably leads to disappointment for

yourself – and for others. 

Your vision should target your own organisational unit as part of a larger whole,

identifying the contributions you provide now and the ones you’ll be able to provide in
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the future. It should also target relevant players outside the organisation: your clients or

customers. You should express your views so enthusiastically that they inspire others, but

this will only succeed if your vision is closely linked to your personal convictions and the

things that really interest you. Continue to look at your organisation with curiosity, as this

means that you should be receptive and flexible. And, most importantly, you should check

regularly whether your employees know and understand your vision, and whether they

know exactly what they and their particular department are contributing to it.

You have to stand with both feet firmly on the ground, radiate optimism and confidence,

and you have to be open. You should be politically and strategically sensitive and also

able to generate this sensitivity within your own organisation. You should be perfectly

aware of which relationships within your own organisation effect (or could effect) the

different interests which inevitably come into play. In short, your vision should paint a

real and attractive picture of the future and meet the following criteria:

• Imaginable – sketch a clear picture of the future.

• Attractive – make sure that this picture appeals to any interested parties (other

employees, customers, upper management).

• Achievable – ensure that your vision is practical; translate it into achievable goals.

• Targeted – make your vision clear enough to be used as a guideline for making choices

or decisions.

• Flexible – your vision should leave room for adaptation in the light of changing

circumstances.

• Communicable – you should be able to express your vision comprehensively in just five

minutes.

Self-respect is the basis for functioning well – so
assure self-confidence

How do you think that employees who have little self-confidence function? Assume that

you never do anything to maintain or strengthen their self-confidence, their self-

assurance. Assume you continuously react to their performance in a critical way, ignore

their qualities or often confront them with something like the fact that they are

frequently late or failing to achieve their goals. What would this be like for them? What

happens in people who have no confidence in themselves? What is the effect on their

working behaviour and performance?

Self-respect is the basis for functioning well. This is true for you, and also for your

employees.
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It’s your task to keep people alert. You’re the one who inspires. You speak to people about

agreements that have been made, both when things are going well and when they’re

going less well. You do that clearly and in a way which explains the consequences of any

action, and you can be tough if you need to be. But you are also fair and – above all –

have a real respect for other people, something that comes from your heart. Besides that

vital quality, it is essential to know what your employees are currently doing. You must

give people tasks and assignments that they are equal to, but also ones which they can

use to develop themselves further. You need to support your employees’ self-development,

and you should do that explicitly.

Four sources of self-respect

So self-respect is the basis for functioning well, for managers as well as employees.A lack of

self-respect leads to conformism, stagnation, marginal creativity, suspicion, not listening,

despondency and trying to be in everyone’s good books. It also leads to running away from

confrontation, not showing much courage, displaying avoidance behaviour and having a

insensitivity to criticism.

All of these mean that someone with a lack of self-respect sets few goals, or has unrealistic

ones. People like this have difficulties in getting down to work and consequently achieve

very little.A lack of self-respect inevitably leads to a decrease in self-confidence, and also

decreases people’s personal entrepreneurship.

The four sources of self-respect on which you have an influence are:

1. Performance and competence.You have a clear picture of the results that you have

achieved and of your competence in reaching the desired result.You know what you’re

capable of.

2. Personal authority and personal influence.You have demonstrable and increasing

authority and influence on others, and on situations that are important for you.You’re

able to organise things and people listen to you.

3. Faithfulness to your own standards and convictions.Your behaviour conforms to your

personal convictions, standards and values.

4. Fondness for and appreciation of others.You’re appreciated for yourself, not just for

what you own or what you have achieved.This appreciation is given to you by people

who are important to you, people whose judgement and opinions are significant.

You can contribute to your own self-respect and that of others, by taking the following

actions:

• Formulate clear and realistic goals, so that you know precisely when you’re performing

well.

• Do this with (and for) your employees as well.
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